Abstract-This paper presents a novel ATPG algorithm directly producing compressed test patterns. It benefits both from the features of satisfiability-based techniques and symbolic simulation. The ATPG is targeted to architectures comprised of interconnected embedded cores, particularly to the RESPIN architecture. We show experimentally that the proposed ATPG significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches in terms of the test compression ratio.
INTRODUCTION
As the complexity of integrated circuits and systems continually increases, their testing becomes more and more difficult. The test data volume increases with the circuit size, making the test storing and application unfeasibly memory and time consuming. Therefore, using some kind of test compression becomes inevitable. According to the ITRS roadmap [1] , the required test data volume compression reaches tremendous ratios (2,000-times in 2015 and up to more than 100,000-times in 2024).
The compression (and subsequent decompression) can be accomplished by several means. The test compression is performed algorithmically, whereas the decompression always involves some additional hardware. Basically, there are three major approaches:
1. A non-compressed test is generated by a conventional Automatic Test Pattern Generation tool (ATPG) and then it is algorithmically compressed. The decompression is then performed by a special non-intrusive hardware, usually a kind of FSM. This approach comprises Huffman encoding based algorithms [2] , Golomb codes [3] , statistical (FDR) codes [4] , but also the well-known LFSR reseeding [5] , [6] , and the Embedded Deterministic Test (EDT) technique [7] , which is now the industrial state-of-the-art.
Dedicated design-for-testability (DFT) architectures
are used for test decompression, while the test generation process still relies on a conventional ATPG. Random access scan [8] , [9] , Illinois scan [10] and RESPIN-based [11] , [12] , [13] architectures belong to this category, together with rather theoretical papers with no particular architecture proposed [14] . 3 . Dedicated ATPGs are used to generate test for dedicated architectures. Such an approach theoretically offers the highest possible flexibility. Methods presented in [15] , [16] , and [17] are typical representatives. Here the ATPG is constrained or modified, so that the compressed test stream for the RESPIN architecture is generated directly. This is also the approach we have adopted in this paper. As for ATPGs, there are two major baselines: circuit-based ATPGs [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] and approaches transforming the ATPG problem to the satisfiability (CNF-SAT) problem [22] , [23] . Modern ATPGs then combine benefits of both, mostly by introducing structural information to help the SAT-solver compute the solution faster [24] , [25] , [26] .
In this paper we extend the SAT-Compress algorithm [16] , [17] by injection of "don't cares" into the generated test stream, in order to maximize the freedom of the search algorithm, and thereby produce more compact results.
The SAT-Compress ATPG algorithm generates the test stream by constraining a conventional SAT-based ATPG. Conventional SAT solvers [27] , [28] used as the vital part of most of SAT-based ATPG tools produce completely specified solutions (all variables are assigned a value in the satisfying solution), which somewhat restricts the search for subsequent test patterns. Although there are many techniques allowing don't cares in the solution [29] , [30] , or there are even optimization SAT solvers maximizing the number of don't cares in the solution [31] - [35] (let us call them DC-SAT solvers), we will show that they are highly unsuitable for our application.
We propose a fault simulation-based technique to alleviate the constraints imposed by completely specified SAT solutions by sequentially trying to "unassign" particular variables.
The benefits of such an approach will be experimentally documented, showing significant improvement in both the test stream size and test compression time.
The paper is organized as follows: the target architecture and basic principles of test compression/decompression are sketched in Section II. Basics of SAT-based ATPGs and the SAT-Compress algorithm are given in Section III. The way of injecting don't cares is described in Section IV, Section V presents experimental results, to illustrate the contribution of the proposed method. The presented don't care injection technique is justified and discussed in Section VI. Section VII concludes the paper.
II. TARGET ARCHITECTURE

A. The RESPIN Architecture
The SAT-Compress algorithm [16] , [17] and also its enhancement proposed in this paper are based on the RESPIN architecture [11] , which is targeted to SoC designs compliant with the IEEE P1500 standard [36] , [37] . Only a very small modification of P1500 (addition of one multiplexer) can accomplish the test decompression job.
The basic idea of RESPIN is illustrated by Figure 1 . Multiple embedded cores are considered here. To test one core (CUT -Core under Test), the test decompression is performed by another core (ETC -Embedded Tester Core).
RESPIN uses two features of P1500 -the serial and parallel test access mode. The compressed test bitstream serially enters the ETC, which is configured as a shiftregister. Then the decompressed data is applied to the CUT, which is tested in the parallel scan-chain mode. [11] The ETC is provided by a multiplexer, enabling rotation of the pattern. Thereby, if no data come from the ATE, no information on the stored pattern is lost. This enables a simple way to compression: the deterministic non-compressed test patterns are reordered (see Subsection II.B), so that they overlap when rotated by one (optimally) clock cycle. Then the next test pattern to be applied to the CUT involves only one bit coming from the ATE. For details see [11] .
B. Patterns Overlapping Based Approaches
An illustrative example of an overlapping-based compression is shown in Figure 2 . Here the non-compressed test length equals to the number of patterns multiplied by the number of CUT scan-chain cells, 10×5 = 50 bits in the example case. When properly overlapped, the compressed test length is only 16 bits.
Note that by shifting the pattern only by one bit the overlap needs not be always achieved. Then two or more clock cycles (shifts) must be applied. Such a situation is in [11] referred to as a presence of link patterns. They do not increase the fault coverage, but may increase the defect coverage. Algorithms producing compressed test from test patterns obtained by ATPG rely on one property of scan-based designs: the order of patterns in which they are applied to the CUT is insignificant. Therefore, the patterns may be reordered, in order to reach maximum compression (i.e., maximum overlap).
Further, standard circuit-based ATPGs [21] are able to generate test patterns with a huge amount of don't care values (typically more than 90% in industrial designs [7] ). Test don't cares are greatly beneficial for the compression, since they can be overlapped with any value. Thus, don't cares bring more freedom into the overlapping process.
The RESPIN compression algorithm [11] just sequentially tries all yet uncovered test vectors for overlap with the pattern stored in the ETC shifted by one bit, with the bit at the released position left unassigned (don't care). If such a vector is found, the pattern is constrained by this vector and a new test stream bit is generated. If not, the ETC pattern is shifted by one more bit, adding another don't care, and the procedure is repeated. The algorithm is greedy, in the first-improvement manner.
Let us note that other algorithms used for the purpose of finding an optimum overlapping exist. For example, in [14] the authors transform the problem to the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP). However, TSP is NP-complete and therefore hard to apply to practical examples.
III. THE SAT-COMPRESS ALGORITHM
Unlike in the previously mentioned approaches ( [7] - [14] ), we do not rely on pre-generated test patterns. Even though numerous unspecified (don't care) bits are present in non-compacted tests produced by conventional ATPGs, there is still some information lost; all vectors detecting a fault usually cannot be described by a single pattern, even with don't cares. Therefore, we use an implicit representation of all test patterns for a given fault as a SAT instance described in a conjunctive normal norm (CNF). Any satisfying solution of the related CNF-SAT problem represents a test vector for the fault [23] and vice versa. If the CNF is not satisfiable, the fault is undetectable (redundant).
The size of the SAT instance is linear with the circuit size, therefore such an approach imposes no computational and memory overhead.
For details of the circuit-CNF conversion, see [23] , [24] , [16] , [17] .
The compressed test is produced by constraining SAT instances by patterns stored in the ETC. Note that a similar approach was proposed in [15] . Here a conventional (commercial) ATPG was constrained in a similar way. However, SAT-based representation of test vectors offers much higher flexibility and possibilities of speed-up [17] .
Basic principles of SAT-based ATPGs and the SAT-Compress algorithm will be briefly reviewed in this Section.
SAT-Compress tries to find the best overlap of test patterns by gradually building the compressed test bitstream, while each generated test pattern imposes constraints on the subsequent test pattern. The basic algorithm is shown in Figure 3 .
First, a fault list for the circuit is generated (1). Redundant faults are detected by solving SAT for each fault and deleted from the fault list (2) . Then the bitstream is initialized by the first test pattern TP 0 (3, 4) . It can be an allzero pattern representing the reset state of the scan-chain [11] , [12] , or any pattern the designer chooses. Then the pattern is submitted to the fault simulation, and faults detected by it are removed from the fault list (5).
The initial pattern forms constraints for the subsequent pattern. Indeed, the constraints are formed by shifting the pattern by one bit left and a don't care is put to the rightmost position, unconstraining the last bit of the pattern TP[n-1] (6, 7). The variable n represents the number of bits in the pattern which corresponds to the number of PIs of the circuit. Therefore, all but one bits of the subsequent pattern are constrained.
The compressed bitstream is gradually generated in the main loop of the algorithm (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) . A CNF is generated for each fault (10), the constraints are applied to this CNF (11), and SAT is solved (12) . If the constrained formula ϕ is satisfiable, a new test pattern is formed from the assignment of primary inputs in the SAT solution (14) . Faults detected by this pattern are then removed from the fault list (15) and the inner loop is terminated (16) .
If no fault can be detected by the pattern with the current constraints imposed (19) , a link pattern (Subsection II.B, [11] ) is generated by randomly assigning one bit (20) (21) .
Then a new bitstream bit and new constraints are formed (23) (24) (25) . The test generation continues until the fault list is not empty (26) . 
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IV. INJECTING DON'T CARES
The proposed extension of the SAT-Compress algorithm by don't care injection, the Coverage Preserving Don't Care Injection (CPDCI) technique, will be described in this section. Basically, it involves an alleviation of constraints obtained by the SAT solver, which gives the SAT-Compress more freedom in test patterns overlapping. It can be assumed, that such a constraints reduction can accelerate the algorithm and increase the compression ratio, because less constrained patterns could be overlapped easier. The DCs injection is performed by a procedure which is called for each test pattern obtained as the SAT solution of the CNF (Figure 3, step 14) . Note that the SAT solution is completely specified, i.e., all bits of the pattern are assigned a value. However, the fault coverage of the pattern can remain intact, even when some of its bits are "unassigned". This is the main idea of the Coverage Preserving Don't Care Injection technique.
InjectDCs(constraints, TP, FL)
The procedure has three input parameters: the constraints, the test pattern (TP) and the fault list (FL). Its pseudo-code is shown in Figure 4 .
First, the number of faults detected by the original completely specified pattern is found by simulation (1). A temporary test pattern is then formed as a copy of the test pattern (2). Next, each variable is sequentially tried for "unassignement", i.e., the don't care injection (3) . Of course, the value of the variable cannot be changed if previous constraints were applied to it, since it would modify the already generated bitstream (4) .
A don't care is then temporarily injected (5) and fault simulation [38] is performed (6) . If the fault coverage remains intact, the injection is made permanent (7) .
The result of the procedure is a test pattern covering all faults the original pattern covered, with some bits unassigned.
This procedure is greedy; its complexity is polynomial with the circuit size (depending on the fault simulation subroutine used). Therefore, it imposes no big run-time overhead.
When summarized, the CPDCI technique maximally alleviates the constraints, whereas the fault coverage of the pattern is preserved.
Restricting the don't care injection to fully preserve the fault coverage of the pattern may seem to be too strong. Actually, any pattern covering at least one fault can be used as a candidate. To accept such patterns, only the condition in step 7 has to be modified to "d 2 > 0". Even though maximum of don't cares are injected this way, such an approach did not lead to satisfactory solutions. This issue will be discussed in Section VI.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Summary Comparison Results
A comparison of the basic SAT-Compress algorithm and its extension by Coverage Preserving Don't Care Injection technique (CPDCI) will be presented in this Subsection.
The measurements were performed on a CPU i5-2400 3.1GHz with 8GB RAM. Atalanta [21] , [38] was used for the fault list generation and fault simulation purposes, MiniSAT v1.14 [27] as the SAT solver.
The experiments have been performed on a subset (170 benchmark circuits) of the ISCAS'85 [39] , ISCAS'89 [40] , ITC'99 [41] and LGSynth [42] benchmark circuits.
The summary results are shown in TABLE I.
The first column of the table ("Circuit") represents the name of the benchmark circuit. The second column "#Flts" gives the number of faults in the circuit, which reflects its size. The next two columns "#Bits" and "Time" Furthermore, the column "#DCs tried" shows the number of care bits tried for DCs injection and the "DCs set" column the number of successfully injected bits. The percentage of successfully injected don't cares is then shown in the "Success" column.
Finally, results of the test compression tool COMPAS [12] , [13] are shown. This tool was chosen for comparison, because it represents the current state-of-the-art and is based on the same principles (the RESPIN architecture). However, it relies on a pre-computed test, instead of generating the compressed test sequence adaptively.
The compressed bitstream lengths are given in the "#Bits" column, the bitstream length differences w.r.t. the proposed CPDCI technique is shown in the last column. COMPAS runtimes are not present, since the experiments were conducted on different platforms, thus they are hardly comparable.
The last row of the table shows average values obtained from all benchmarks.
We can see that the CPDCI technique can significantly decrease the length of the compressed bitstream and accelerate the algorithm. The bitstream length is reduced by 46.31% on average and the compression time is reduced to 35.18% in comparison with the basic SAT-Compress algorithm. Even the successfulness of the CPDCI technique in don't care injection is remarkable; more than 65% of bits tried were successfully assigned a don't care.
The CPDCI technique increased the efficiency of the SAT-Compress algorithm, both in the compressed test length and test generation runtime. However, there are some cases where the extended SAT-Compress algorithm produces worse results, e.g. for the c499 circuit. We assume that such results are caused by some special properties of the benchmarks, like the percentage of random pattern resistant faults. This phenomenon deserves a more detailed exploration.
In comparison with COMPAS we reach a 6% improvement on average. There are benchmarks, for which SAT-Compress strikingly overcomes COMPASS (e.g., c1355, c2670). For some benchmarks COMPAS wins, however, the differences are not so big. This is probably due to a huge amount of randomness introduced into the ATPG process, as it will be shown in the following subsection.
B. Influence of Randomness on the ATPG Process
There are many random aspects that can influence the test generation process. First of all, it is the selection of the initial test pattern (TP 0 in Figure 3) . It defines the initial constraints and therefore it influences the whole run of the greedy algorithm. The same holds for the ordering of the fault list. The fault list is traversed sequentially until a test vector detecting some fault is found (see Figure 3, steps 9,  16 ). Different orderings of the fault list will induce different runs of the test generation heuristic.
The influence of the initial test pattern is shown in Figure  5 and Figure 6 for two benchmark circuits (c432 and c880). The ATPG process was executed 5,000-times, each time with a randomly generated initial pattern. The frequencies of occurrence of the resulting bitstream of different lengths (the x-axis) are shown, both for the basic SAT-Compress and the SAT-Compress augmented with CPDCI. We can see that the histograms follow the Gaussian distribution, which is expectable. More importantly, the two distributions have different mean values, advantageously to the CPDCI. CPDCI also has smaller standard deviation. This gives us an experimental proof that CPDCI is systematically better than the original algorithm. Nevertheless, the influence of the randomness is crucial (even though reduced in the CPDCI case), and worse results can be obtained by CPDCI accidentally, see Figure 5 , where the histograms overlap.
VI. JUSTIFICATION OF CPDCI AND DISCUSSION
As it was mentioned in Section IV, the requirement of completely preserving the fault coverage in CPDCI may be too strong. Theoretically, even more don't cares could be injected by the procedure in Figure 4 , for a cost of losing the fault coverage of the processed pattern. Note that any pattern covering at least one fault is "useful" and may be returned as a result of the InjectDCs procedure. Faults that became undetected by this pattern are just not removed from the fault list, so as to be covered by latter patterns.
Therefore, we may ask whether the fault coverage, or the number of patterns don't cares, play more significant role in the compression process. Now let us assume a slight modification of the InjectDCs algorithm from Figure 4 , see Figure 7 . Only the step 7 is modified, so that a single don't care injection is accepted, if the fault coverage of the resulting vector drops by the ratio CL at most, CL∈〈0, 1). Therefore, there are two extreme cases:
1 CL = 0. This corresponds to the CPDCI technique; the fault coverage must remain the same. Therefore, the fault for which the pattern was generated (f in Figure 3 , step 9) is covered, together with all the other faults the original pattern (TP) covered. 2 CL infinitely approaches 1. Here any vector covering at least one fault is accepted. Note that the fault f needs not be covered any more. However, a pattern covering any yet uncovered fault represents a "useful" and valid solution. Patterns having more don't cares are produced, thus the overlapping algorithm is offered yet more freedom. Summarized, low values of CL represent cases, where the coverage is not lost by the pattern, however less don't cares are injected. High CL values induce injecting more don't cares, for a cost of losing fault coverage of the pattern. 
InjectDCs_CL(constraints, TP, FL, CL)
1 d 1 = |detected_by_simulation(TP)| 2 TP_tmp = TP 3 for (i = 0; i < n; i++) { 4 if ( constraints[i] == DC ) { 5 TP_tmp[i] = DC 6 d 2 = |detected_by_simulation(TP_tmp)| 7 if ( (d 1 -d 2 ) / d 1 ≤ CL ) TP = TP_tmp 8 } 9 } 10 return TP
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It is difficult to say intuitively, what CL values will produce best results. Low values preserve the fault coverage of the pattern, which may theoretically speed up the whole compression process. Since patterns covering more faults are generated, less patterns (and therefore SAT instances) will be needed to achieve complete fault coverage. However, these patterns will be rather constrained (low number of don't cares), and thus the chances of a successful overlap decrease.
Conversely, high CL values induce many don't cares, the vectors will more likely overlap, however, more vectors would be probably needed to achieve the complete fault coverage.
While the influence of CL on the numbers of generated SAT instances and injected don't cares is quite clear, it is discussable what effects will these two aspects have on the final bitstream length and the compression run-time. Therefore, we have evaluated the influence of the CL value on the algorithm execution experimentally.
The results for one representative ISCAS'85 [39] We can see that the initial assumptions were confirmed: the number of solved SAT instances monotonously grows with increasing CL, while the number of injected don't cares increases too.
The most important observation concerns the final bitstream length: the bitstream length monotonously increases with CL (see Figure 8) , with best results obtained for CL = 0, i.e., the CPDCI technique. The same holds for the runtime. Similar experiments were performed on many other benchmark circuits and the same behavior was observed in all cases.
This experiment has shown that no fault coverage of every single pattern can be sacrificed, even though more don't cares would be injected otherwise. Therefore, the usage of the CPDCI technique from Figure 4 is fully justified; there is no need for looking for a compromise between the number of injected don't cares and the fault coverage.
Consequently, this also compromises using DC-SAT solvers ( [29] - [35] ) to obtain don't cares; don't cares must be injected with care, and definitely their number in the SAT solution must not be the optimization criterion for the SAT-solver. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented an efficient enhancement of the SAT-Compress ATPG algorithm, the Coverage Preserving Don't Care Injection technique (CPDCI). Basically, the SAT-Compress algorithm gradually constructs compressed test patterns by repetitively solving the SAT problem for instances constrained by patterns generated in previous steps. The CPDCI technique significantly alleviates these constraints by substituting defined values by don't cares, without any loss of the fault coverage in each step. This is accomplished by a procedure based on a symbolic fault simulation. Less constrained SAT instances allow reaching better results, both in test bitstream size (by 46% on average) and test generation time (by 35% on average). We see that even though the fault simulation imposes some computational overhead, the resulting run-time is significantly reduced, because of shorter bitstreams generated. 
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